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Summary
PCH is a Hockey variant played in electric wheelchairs. In order to have a fair compe//on, a
classiﬁca/on system is used based on the severity of the impairments of the players. The less the
motoric capacity, the lower the ﬁnal PCH class. When players do have an/gravity posture of the Trunk
or limited Trunk mobility this is scored (0.5), but this score is actually not taken into account in the
outcome of the class.
Purpose of the research is to inves/gate the inﬂuence of this trunk an/gravity posture and mobility
on the wheelchairperformance. The following research ques/on is therefor formulated: what is the
inﬂuence of diﬀerent trunk func/onali/es on the rota/onal speed (as important parameter of
wheelchairperformance) and trunk sideway movement during that wheelchairrota/on in PCH. The
diﬀerent trunk func/onali/es are described in 4 athlete groups: (1) players with no trunk func/on at
all, (2) players with trunk an/gravity capability, (3) players with limited trunk mobility and (4) players
with full trunk mobility. Expecta/on was that players with an/gravity posture and players with
(limited) mobility will show a higher rota/onal speed/wheelchairperformance in comparison with
players without any trunk func/onality.
To get an answer on this research ques/on the wheelchairperformance of 25 PCH athletes was
inves/gated.
The group of athletes without trunk func/on consisted of 7 players, the group of athletes with trunk
an/gravity capability consisted of 10 players, the group of athletes with limited mobility consisted of
8 players. Players with full trunk mobility were not selected for the research.
In the research, consis/ng of three wheelchair tests, the rota/onal speed and sideway movement of
the trunk was inves/gated in (a) rota/on with a variable radius, (b) in rota/on with handling the s/ck
with a ball and (c) in rota/on in a slalom parcours. The rota/onal speed and the (sideways)
movement of the trunk was measured with four Shimmer sensors: three on the chair and one on the
trunk of the athlete.
The data from the research do show a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between athletes with trunk an/gravity
capability and athletes with limited trunk mobility, p > 0.05. Players with trunk mobility do reach a
higher rota/onal speed and can resist the rota/onal forces on the trunk signiﬁcantly beKer.
Based on the results of this research recommenda/ons were made to change the current
classiﬁca/on prac/ce: (1) players with (only) trunk an/gravity capability should nót been given the
same trunk proﬁle score as players with limited trunk mobility (currently this is however the
classiﬁca/on prac/ce: they do get both the 0.5 trunk proﬁle score). (2) Players with limited trunk
mobility (trunk proﬁle score 0.5) should not be placed in the same class as players without trunk
mobility (trunk proﬁle score 0). In the current prac/ce the 0.5 trunk score is ignored/does not lead to
a diﬀerent class for the player.
Future research should inves/gate the interes/ng ques/on hów precicely the player with limited
trunk mobility create that advantage over the player without trunk func/on or player with only
an/gravity capability.
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Trunk function in PCH
Relation between 4 Athlete-types and 3 Trunk proﬁles
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Anti-gravity posture alóne (Athlete B), cannot counter the deceleration + centrifugal forces of the wheelchair. To counter
these forces, there must be Balance-restoration capability (Athlete C + D).
What is needed for that Balance-restoration capability? The answer to that question is: Movement capability: limited
(Athlete C) or full (Athlete D) movement capability.
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